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Lemanik Insights  

Hunt for yield is back! Where to find quality 

opportunities? 

– 19th February 2021 –  

Expectations for new vaccines and a decrease in the number of infections are 

consolidating expectations for the exit from the pandemic, with markets oriented towards 

interpreting the achievement of "normality" as best they can. In this context, how are subordinated 

bonds performing? 

Let us deepen our knowledge with Alessandro Cameroni, portfolio manager of the two funds of 

Lemanik Invest SA that respectively focus on financial subordinated bonds and on European credit 

with Xover target (Lemanik SICAV – Selected Bond and Lemanik SICAV – European Flexible Bond). 

Alessandro presents 30 years of experience within financial markets, with a special and strong focus 

on bond markets, in particular in dealing with financial entities’ issues: 7 years spent within the 

proprietary trading of a primary Italian bank, 3 years in dealing with the portfolio management for 

an Institutional client. He has been working for 20 years now within the fund management industry. 

In the current scenario of scarcity of yields and abundance of negative rate bonds, what 

opportunities are there on subordinated bonds? 

 

The abundance of liquidity is limited and tends to be channeled either into longer maturities or by 

increasing the risk on issuers. Both financial subordinates and hybrids still have attractive compression 

areas; both asset classes have not yet closed the pre-Covid spread gap, especially the most 

subordinated financial assets. The level of carry offered is also high, especially in the current low-yield 

scenario. Another important aspect is the quality of the investment as we are talking about 

subordinated bonds, but issued by issuers with high creditworthiness. 

 

 

Why has the market not yet closed pre-Covid spreads on financials? 

 

Throughout the crisis, financials have been the subject of excessive pessimism related both to the 

quality of balance sheets and to fears that the regulator might present the banks with the 'bill'. The 

difference this time is that banks did not contribute to the problem, but were an active solution 

supported by solid levels of capital. Regulatory concessions, unlimited liquidity at rock-bottom rates 

and the shield of moratoria and state aid made their task easier. Resilience has been high at every 

stage of the crisis and both the stress tests and the latest quarterly reports have shown a much rosier 

picture than expected. This situation is rapidly changing, but risk/return valuations still offer attractive 

performance opportunities. 

 

 

Can you list any reasons that make financials particularly attractive? 

 

Financials, such as the energy sector, are also in a protracted phase of transformation to adapt to 

the more technological and connected reality. Banking business models are adapting, focusing on 

the most profitable activities. Aware of the challenges, the regulator is facilitating this transformation 
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by encouraging M&A activity, from which value and efficiency can be extracted, combining capital 

strength with business strength; regulatory changes are being implemented to improve the level of 

transparency. This framework increases the prospective attractiveness of financial subordinates, in 

addition to a marked reduction in the risks implicit in coupons and the extension of AT1, thanks to the 

solidity of capital and active dialogue between banks and regulators. A final aspect concerns the 

maturity in size that will be achieved this year and which will contribute to a scarcity effect. 

 

 

What makes industrial hybrids still attractive? 

 

The technical term "subordination" immediately makes one think of having to price a high risk, due 

to the lower protection with respect to seniors in the event of an adverse event. This is not the case 

for industrial subordinates, because the issuers are of high quality, on average in the BBB+ area, with 

even single A grades. During the most acute part of the crisis, coupon risk was not affected, while 

extension risk impacted only two issuers particularly "affected" by the pandemic, while offering high 

compensation. The attractiveness of carry is high on the senior curve, not only because the previous 

lows were not reached, but because the different context sees senior curves close to zero. 

 

In previous posts we have highlighted interesting opportunities on subordinated "Legacy"; where do 

we stand? 

 

Over the last three months the sub-fund has significantly outperformed financial credit. Initial 

clarifications from PRA and EBA were followed by specific events in January from DZ bank and BBVA 

which reinforced market expectations. Although much of the road has been covered, interesting 

opportunities persist at the end of the year. As this is a sector characterized by technical and 

interpretative specificities that need to be contextualized with the prevailing regulatory environment, 

both selectivity and an appropriate level of diversification are even more relevant, compared to AT1 

and Hybrid sectors. 

 

Alessandro Cameroni 


